Automated semantic analysis of changes in image sequences of neurons in culture.
Quantitative studies of dynamic behaviors of live neurons are currently limited by the slowness, subjectivity, and tedium of manual analysis of changes in time-lapse image sequences. Challenges to automation include the complexity of the changes of interest, the presence of obfuscating and uninteresting changes due to illumination variations and other imaging artifacts, and the sheer volume of recorded data. This paper describes a highly automated approach that not only detects the interesting changes selectively, but also generates quantitative analyses at multiple levels of detail. Detailed quantitative neuronal morphometry is generated for each frame. Frame-to-frame neuronal changes are measured and labeled as growth, shrinkage, merging, or splitting, as would be done by a human expert. Finally, events unfolding over longer durations, such as apoptosis and axonal specification, are automatically inferred from the short-term changes. The proposed method is based on a Bayesian model selection criterion that leverages a set of short-term neurite change models and takes into account additional evidence provided by an illumination-insensitive change mask. An automated neuron tracing algorithm is used to identify the objects of interest in each frame. A novel curve distance measure and weighted bipartite graph matching are used to compare and associate neurites in successive frames. A separate set of multi-image change models drives the identification of longer term events. The method achieved frame-to-frame change labeling accuracies ranging from 85% to 100% when tested on 8 representative recordings performed under varied imaging and culturing conditions, and successfully detected all higher order events of interest. Two sequences were used for training the models and tuning their parameters; the learned parameter settings can be applied to hundreds of similar image sequences, provided imaging and culturing conditions are similar to the training set. The proposed approach is a substantial innovation over manual annotation and change analysis, accomplishing in minutes what it would take an expert hours to complete.